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Gulf College joined thousands of locals and expatriates in the Sultanate of
Oman as all students and
faculty toasted the 44th
National day to the success of His Majesty Sultan
Qaboos Bin Said and his
reign of continuous development and betterment for
the country and its people.
The celebration, which was
under the patronage of His
Highness Mohammad Thuwany Al Said and the Royal
Family, and the leadership of
Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa
Al Bulushi, commenced with
the singing of the national
anthem; a manifestation of
the notable pride and patriotism prevalent in the Sultanate. The act was also a symbol for the commitment of the
locals in supporting the government in nation building
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and prestige. The festoons
and banners hung around
the hall became more colourful when the merriment
boomed with jovial dances
from young students followed by a well-applauded
poetry recital.
The highlight of the revelries was a stand-up comic
role play staged by the
students, which depicted
the cultural heritage of
Oman, and accompanied
by a request for every local
to be proud and preserve
their heritage.
National day is a yearly
celebration;
highlyanticipated and revered
around the Sultanate. It
marks the birth of a strong
nation, as well as another
strong and promising year
for Oman and its citizens.

FESTIVE. Faculty members join the college’s collective celebration of the 44th National Day, as led by Chair and CEO Dr, Issa Al Bulushi (top left) and Dean Prof. Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani (top right).

In order to sustain and further enhance the programmes and system services offered by the college, Gulf College, as represented by Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, Deputy Dean for Quality Assurance Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Assistant Dean for
Affiliation Affairs Mr. Rizwan Ahmed, and Faculty of Computing Sciences Head Dr. Mohaned Al Obaidy initiated dialogues
with its UK partner institutions—Cardiff Metropolitan University (CMet), Staffordshire University (SU) and University of
Northampton—during the delegates’ latest tour of the respective campuses.
The conference with
CMet was attended by
Dr. Elizabeth Eustace,
Programme Director for
BA Business and Management, Dr. Mukul Madahar, Link Tutor and
MBA Welfare Director,
Dr. Claire Haven Tang,
Department Head for
Tourism, Hospitality and
Events, Ms. Jane Levy,
Programme Director for
PACT. GC Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani (centre right) the Foundation degree,
signs a partnership agreement with CMet Vice Chancel- Dr. Jason Williams, Department Head for Inforlor Professor Anthony Chapman

mation Systems, Ms.
Nina Patton Collaboration
Provision Officer, Ms.
Beverly Smith, Academic
Coordinator, Ms. Gabrielle Tobin, Senior Collaboration Provision Officer,
Dr. Cecilia HanniganDavies, Programme Director (MA Education),
Prof.
Richard
Tong,
Dean, Cardiff School of
Sport, Dr. Katie Thirlaway, Director of Teaching
and Learning, Cardiff
School of Sport, Mr. Greg

Dainty,
Programme
Director for BA Sports
Management, Mr. Stuart
Abbott, Learning Development Officer and Mr.
Aboubakr Fathalla, European Projects Officer.
The CMet team is led
by Ms. Jacqui Hare,
Deputy Vice Chancellor,
and Prof. David Brooksbank, Pro Vice Chancellor (Enterprise) & Dean
of School of Management.
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Editorial Board: Dr. Issa Al Bulushi
and Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
(Chairmen and Publishers), Dr.
Shameena Mehtab ( Critic ),
Dr. Romeo C. Castillo (Editor in
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Gulf College proved their might in the field of
sports as the GC team went head to head with other aspiring national teams in a bid for the coveted
athletics championship title at Sultan Qaboos Complex, Bousher.

The college’s players surpassed the
skill of other worthy opponents, winning
gold and silver medals in the relay and
high jump events, participated in by
Hafiya Hamed Khalfan Al Ghanammi,
Lena Mohammed Al-Mogi, Hasna
Sleem Mohammed Al Harthy, Maryam
Hashil Khalfan Al Shiadi and Amani
Hamed Abdullah Al-Khalbani. Meanwhile, Islam Aljazooli Ahmed Basheer
and Ruqaya Ahmed Mohammed Al
Siyabi gave their best effort in the shot
put event while Amari Hamed Abdullah
Al Khalbani performed well in the 100
and 200 m relay. The Gulf College contingent was coached by Talal Khalfan
Mohammed.
Silver and bronze medals for the relay

Nine faculty teams from Gulf College were tasked by the
administration, under the auspices of Chairman and CEO
Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Dean Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, Assistant
Dean for Quality Assurance Dr. Shameena Mehtab, and
Manager of Centre for Academic Practice Ms. Antonia
Lamers, to expound on nine international guidelines set as
a systems-for-improvement mechanism for the college’s
2015 goals.
Each team was given 15 minutes to present their topics for discussion, which centred on the following questions: what is each
of us doing now?, how do we get to the standard within one
year?, and how can we achieve the goal? The event was attended by the teaching and non-teaching staff of the FCS, FBS, and
FFS departments. Open dialogue followed each presentation, as
the audience asked explanation and clarification on different
points. Time management was carefully and seriously applied by
each group to give ample opportunity for the other members to
present their subject matter.
After
the
conference
the leaders
of the panel
expressed
their relentless appreciation
for
the
members’ unparalleled commitment to
share and
participate
ATTENTIVE, The Learning Guidelines Workshop panel,
in the dissteered by Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, AD-QA Dr.
Shameena Mehtab, and Manager of Centre for Academic cussion.
Practice Ms. Antonia Lamers.

Chief)

were obtained by Al Majan College and
Muscat College respectively. Mr. Mohammed Fuad, GC Head for Student
Affairs and overall organizer of the competition said that the event gave college
athletes from all over the country the
opportunity to develop their love of athletics and other sports events, while
teaching them the value of camaraderie
and sportsmanship.
The final Athletics Championship 2014
is sponsored by Gulf College under the
auspices of Salim Al Omairi of the Commission of Sports Affairs of Colleges
and Universities, and mandated by GC
Dean Dr.Taki Al Abduwani and Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi.

Gulf College recently conducted a dialogue with Dr. Adam
Biscoe, Foundation Consultant
of the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (OAAA) to
deliberate on the external review for GC’s Foundation Programmes.
The meeting was attended by the
college’s quality assurance and
administrative leaders, spearheaded by Assistant Dean for
Quality Assurance Dr. Shameena
Mehtab, Manager of Centre for
Academic Practice Ms. Antonia
Lamers, and Faculty of Founda-

tion Studies (FFS) Head Mr.
Masood Khan. The assembly discussed matters of concern with
regards to: the national status of
Foundation Programmes and
GFP standards, reflections on the
institution’s
Foundation
Programmes, quality assurance of
entry and exit levels, the interface
between foundation programme
and academic programme, and
other quality and standard areas.
The dialogue is performed to ensure that all Foundation programmes are up to par with the
requirements of OAAA and the
country’s Education Ministry.

QUALIFIED. (From left) Spearheaded by AD-QA Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Manager
of Centre for Academic Practice Ms. Antonia Lamers, and FFS Head Mr. Masood
Khan , GC held a meeting with OAAA Consultant Dr. Adam Biscoe (leftmost) for
quality review.

Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year!
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With the fast encroachment of technology in all aspects of
society today, the Faculty of Business Studies (FBS) embarks on upgrading the e-learning mode of delivering modules and services using Moodle’s featured tools and operations.

ON POINT. Mr. Mohammed Al Ali instructing members of
the FBS faculty

Both parties addressed pertinent matters such as the role
of link tutors, who will visit the
college once a year and who
will be providing full support to
GC in all respects for the delivery of the proposed programmes. As such, GC will
also be offering English as a
foreign language. Class category marks were also cleared.
GC is also set to include more
pathways in MBA such as
health sector, Islamic Finance
and
Project
Management.
CMet also seeks to develop
healthy communication between their students and the
stakeholders of GC, as both
Unions are set to interact very
soon. E-Resources provision
and techniques were also discussed, as well as the MA Education programme delivery
schedule, and the coming validation of BA Sports Managements set to be offered in
2015. Furthermore, Epigeum a
veritable online teaching resource that can be used as
supplementary material.
After this initial meeting the GC
representatives held another
assembly with Northampton
University, under the leadership of Prof. Nick Petford, Vice
Chancellor, Mr. John Sinclair,
Dean of the School of Science
and Technology. Other notable
attendees include Dr.
Ali
Sherbaz – Senior Lecturer,
Computing Dept., Gary Hill,
Head of Computing Dept., Dra-

vid Rashmi, International Development Manager and Mr.
Ian Brooks, Executive Dean.
Each team first presented a
short overview of their respective colleges, including a rundown of undergraduate and
post-graduate
programmes
offered by the institution, followed by the signing of
Agreement and Memorandum
of Understanding, and a press
release for the Media and
Public Relation staff.
The third dialogue was held
with the representatives of
Staffordshire University (SU),
as headed by Ms. Chris
Slade, Director of Partnerships, and Ms. Susan Foreman, Dean of the School of
Business, Education and
Law.
The representatives from both
institutions conversed about
student registration and module enrolment, the replacement of Foundation and Business programmes with Cardiff
Metropolitan University for the
March 2015 intake, possible
replacement of Computing
programmes with University
of Northampton for September 2015, summer programme plan for students in
the ELT, and continuing revalidation and review from
both offices.

Mr. Mohammed Al Ali conducted lectures and demonstration workshops to the academic and support staff of the
FBS department so that everyone in the department will
understand the scope and
rationale of the software
through a series of workshops
in the FBS faculty and support
service department of the col-

lege. The workshop was full of
hands-on activities in assisting
students on how to use the
Moodle services and portal.
Mr. Al Ali said that the lecturers
and students will experience
the benefits of their software
once Moodle is fully implemented and understood.

The Quality Assurance Office, in collaboration with the FFS
held the 1st Paper Presentation in Gulf College at F11 on November 13, 2014. This activity was theme “Enhancing and
Strengthening the Teaching Learning Delivery in Gulf Collage.
It was participated by the lecturers from the three faculties.
The Dean, Prof, Dr. Taki Al
Abduwani extended his sincerest support in the conduct of
the activity. He commended the
Quality Assurance Office and
the Faculty of Foundation Studies for conducting such activity.
Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Deputy
Dean, Quality Assurance also
shared some insights on the
conduct of the said activity.
Mr. Masood Khan, the Head of
the Department, FFS welcomed
the presenters from other col-

leges as well as the participants. He also expressed his
sincerest gratitude to the presenters for sharing their
knowledge and experience.
Mr. Paul Toft, International
Programme Advisor of the
FFS, appreciated and congratulated the Quality Assurance
Office and the Faculty of Foundation Studies for spearheading
activities
like
this.
By Dr. Joseph B. Cuarteros

Participants and Speakers together with Paul Toft of
S.U., Mr. Masood Khan, Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed, Head,
FBS

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Assignment submission for FACULTY of BUSINESS
STUDIES -4TH to 6th January 2015
EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES -7th January to
15th January 2015 (Excluding holidays)
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You may now download the EXAMINATION TIMETABLE in the college website

Plight of Flight
The Sultanate of Oman is home to some of the world’s most beautiful birds. These
singular creatures come in all shapes, sizes, colours and hoots. They are an integral
part of the Omani culture: a symbol of the country’s enduring strength, power and
majesty.
However, these rare creatures are under great threat, as locals take to shooting these birds or destroying their natural habitats. These birds are either forced to flee their
homes in search for meagre shelter, starve to death on their destroyed nests, or killed
outright by hunters and game shooters. If this kind of maltreatment continues, soon
many species of these birds will be lost to our world forever.
Thankfully, many Omanis have now risen to the cause, and are doing their best to
protect these creatures. Some have taken to protecting the natural habitat by turning
it into natural reserves and hunt-free regions. Others have created make-shift habitats, where some species can thrive and breed in peace. Many have also contributed
by nursing wounded species and helping them repopulate in safe areas. The government actively campaigns for the environment cause, with provisions on environmental
awareness and preservation, as well as activities to rehabilitate and protect areas of
flora and fauna.
As such, we call upon all who reside in the Sultanate to respect and be appreciative
of their natural homeland. Oman is a wondrous land; composed of smart, strong, and
loyal people. It is home to some of the most special sights and beasts. We fervently
hope that more people contribute to the protection and preservation of this beautiful
land, and end the plight of our winged companions.

Scenic Spotlight: Showcasing Oman’s best panorama
The Coastal Colours of Quriyat
Quriyat is a coastal inlet south of Muscat. It is flanked by a wide strip of seashore; a
fresh depart from the desert plains of the capital. It is a 45-minute drive from Ruwi,
and stretches around the elevated valleys of Hajar.
It is a bonafide jewel of the country; one of Muscat’s finest shores. The town also has
its fair share of history. Quriyat is one of the first docking shores of the Portuguese
fleet, and thus experienced the devastation of the maritime colonizers.
As it is, the nearby town is now composed of a marketplace and humble dwellings, a
kilometre or so away from the seashore . The shore’s entrance is composed of a
breath-taking mangrove palace; home to some of Oman’s majestic sea creatures.
Its beautiful coastline is flanked by desert sunrises and sunsets, giving the whole area
a striking, ambient glow.
Images by Yousuf al Ghammari, GC-FFS student

